Mr Pawan Kakkar

Mr. Kakkar is the CEO of an Innovative building solutions company- Jugapro and also serves as a director in Quick Silver Freight Systems Pvt. Ltd- which incidentally pioneered the courier revolution in India, way back in 1985. Jugapro, has been introducing some cutting edge technologies for the construction industry in India since 2007.

Pawan obtained a bachelor’s degree in science from St John’s College, Agra in 1984 and holds 30+ years of experience in pharma, logistics and international business development. Having worked at the grassroots level in various geographies in India and across the world, Pawan has acquired a deep insight of some of the concurrent challenges to our ecosystems and economic growth. Getting involved with social and business groups to meet the challenges for social good is his passion and Pawan offers a critical analysis and some possible solutions to such issues with great alacrity.

He is currently involved in addressing sustainability challenges by helping the industry conserve energy and water resources using globally proven BMPs and innovative solutions, which can be adapted to the Indian conditions. A couple of years ago, the changing rain fall patterns and steep decline in availability of ground water has drawn his group into conservation of water resources.

With the help of German industry and related organisations, he is offering design assistance to architects, urban planners, NGOs and corporates to harvest rainwater in a more effective manner.